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The I national Symposium on Mathematical Fo:mdations of omputer 
Science, CS%, is the fifth in the series of annual MFCS symposia organized 
in turn in Pe~and and Czechoslovakia. The aim of these symposia is to promote 
and develop the mathematical pproach to the basic computational phenomena. 
Mathematical results motivated by practical problems and related to 
programs &IL computations, 
prO#gIXitiTl;g languages, 
data bases am! information retrieval systems, 
concurrency and interaction, 
analysis and complexity of algorithms, 
formal languages and automata, 
are of the prkipal interest 
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2ad Advanced Cowse on Foundaths of Computer Science 
-June 11, 1976, Amsterdam 
T& Mathematical Centre organizes a 2nd Advanced Course on Foundations of 
Computer Science in Amsterdam, May 31-June 11, 1976. 
This course is orgarized in co-operation with the European Communities, pon- 
sored by the Europear, Association for Theoretical Computer Science and financed 
through the NetherIasrds Organization for the Advancement of Pure Research. 
The Course will be held at the Universiiv of Aznsterdam. 
Director of the Course 
J. W. de Bakker Maa.hematical Centre and Free University, Amsterdam 
lLectt4rets 
E L. LawXer, university of California, Berkeley J IRIA, Graphica’ algorithms and 
their complexity 
J. van Leeuwen, State University of New York, Buffalo, The complexity of datu- 
ixganization 
Z. Manna, Stanford LGversity, Logical an.alysis of programs 
R Milner, University of Edinburgh, Program semantics and mechanized proof 
A. Salomaa, University, of Turku, E systems: a parallel 
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